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Abstract. We discuss the concept of Galois structure and Galois epimor-
phism in a general setting. Namely, a Galois structure for an epimorphism
π : M → B in some category Cat is the action of a group object that gives
to M the structure of principal homogeneous space in the relative category
CatB . We see that this general setting applies to coverings, finite field ex-
tensions, strongly normal extensions of differential fields, etc. We also explore
Galois structures in the category of foliated manifolds, arriving to a purely
geometric and smooth counterpart of differential Galois theory.
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cipal bundle.
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1. Introduction
From its very starting point in the theory of polynomial equations with one
variable [6], Galois theory proposes a systematic use of the principal homogeneous
structure of the space of solutions of an equation. Today there are several Galois
theories, with different domains of application.
It is clear that there is some common mathematical core within all these theories.
This is usually explained through analogy. Most texts dedicated to several Galois
theories develop them separately, establish some bridges, and point out these analo-
gies between them, as in the book of R. and D. Douady [5]. There is a proposal
of a categorial pure Galois theory due to G. Janelidze ([8], see also [1], chapter 5)
that comprehends several Galois theories. However, it is our impression that the
core of Galois theory can be presented geometrically in more elementary terms as
we do in the present note. The reader may compare the algebraic notions of split
and Galois structure given in [8] with ours, more of geometric flavor.
The ideas we present here were already available, sometimes in hidden form, in
specific contexts: automorphic systems [19], Galoisian categories and faithfully flat
descent [7], the presentation of classical Galois theory as in the book of C. Sancho
and P. Sancho [17], Galois theory of rings [20, 14], Galois theory for inseparable
extensions [3], theory of V -primitive extensions [10], geometric characterization of
strongly normal extensions in [11, 12], the principal homogeneous structure over a
definable group in generalized strongly normal extensions of A. Pillay [15], etc.
Our framework also explains how some Galois theories are naturally extended.
Most of them allow Galois structures (Definition 2.4) with Galois groups in some
specific class of group objects in a category. By modifying the category, or by ex-
tending the class of possible Galois groups we obtain different extensions of Galois
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theory. For instance, classical Galois theory extends to Hopf-Galois theory by allow-
ing a broader class of group objects. Something similar happens for Picard-Vessiot
theory, strongly normal extensions and generalized strongly normal extensions.
We also remark that, when examining Galois structures in the smooth case, there
naturally appear G-invariant connections. It is not widely known that principal
bundles and G-invariant connections were in fact introduced in the context of Galois
theory by E. Vessiot in the beggining to 20th century. They are the so-called
automorphic systems appearing in [19].
As our examples cover algebra, topology, differential algebra, and differential
geometry, the text is not self contained and we do not include all definitions. We
use the standard notation in each context, and we also suggest some reference where
it is indispensable.
2. General definitions
Let us considerCat a category with finite products, kernels of pair of morphisms,
and final object {⋆}. Thus, there are also fibered products. We may define group
objects and groupoid objects in Cat.
Let G be a group object in Cat. For each object X , the set G(X) = Hom(X,G)
of X-points of G is a group. An action of G in an object M is a morphism,
α : G×M →M,
satisfying α ◦ (µ × IdM ) = µ ◦ (IdG × α) and α ◦ ((eG ◦ πM ) × IdM ) = IdM .
1 The
action α induces a group morphism α : G({⋆})→ Aut(M), g 7→ α◦((g◦πM)×IdM ).
Indeed, from the action α we can form the action groupoid, G⋉M ⇒M , whose
underlying object is the product G×M , the source map is the projection π2 onto
the second factor M , and the target map is α.
Definition 2.1. Let G ⇒M be a groupoid object and α : G×M →M an action
of a group object in a category Cat. A groupoid isomorphism G⋉M ∼−→ G is called
a split. In such a case, we say that the groupoid object G splits in Cat, G is a
splitting group, and α is a splitting action for G in Cat.
Example 2.1. Let us remark that it is not in general possible to recover the group
G from the action groupoid G ⋉M . For instance, in the category of sets, let us
consider two free and transitive actions of Z4 and K4 in a set X4 of four elements.
Then, it is easy to check that Z4⋉X4 ≃ K4⋉X4 ≃ X4×X4. Thus, a split groupoid
object may have different realizations as an action groupoid.
Let us fix an object B in Cat. All the above considerations make sense in the
relative category CatB of objects over B. The groupoid objects in CatB are also
groupoid objects in Cat. Group objects in CatB (that we call B-groups) are not
group objects in Cat. However, given a group object G in Cat we can lift it up
to a group object G × B → B in CatB. If a groupoid in CatB splits in Cat
then it also splits in CatB: any action of G in M in Cat is lifted to an action of
G × B → B in M → B in CatB, G × B ≃ (G × B) ×B M . Finally we obtain a
groupoid isomorphism G⋉M ≃ (G×B)⋉B M in Cat.
1 Where eG represent the identity eG : {⋆} → G and πM represents the unique morphism
πM : M → {⋆}.
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Let us consider π : M → B an epimorphism in Cat. For any object Z, the group
AutB(M) acts on Hom(M,Z). The composition with π gives also a natural map
from Hom(B,Z) into Hom(M,Z). The image of this map consists of fixed points
of the action of AutB(M).
Definition 2.2. We say that π is normal if for any object Z in Cat we have
Hom(M,Z)AutB(M) = Hom(B,Z).
Definition 2.3. Let π : M → B be an epimorphism. We call Galois groupoid of
π to the groupoid Galpi = M ×B M ⇒ M where the target and source morphisms
are the natural projections π1 and π2 respectively.
The Galois groupoid represents the endomorphisms ofM over B in the following
sense, EndB(M) ≃ Galpi(M) where Galpi(M) represents the global sections of the
groupoid, which are, by definition, the sections of the target map π1.
Definition 2.4. Let π : M → B be an epimorphism in Cat. A Galois structure for
π is an splitting action α : G ×M → M for Galpi. We say that a Galois structure
is strong in Cat if the action α induces an isomorphism G({⋆})
∼
−→ AutB(M).
Note that if α is a Galois structure, then the splitting isomorphism is necessarily
π2×α, and thus the splitting isomorphism is completely determined by the splitting
action. In other words, a Galois structure for π is an action α of G in M that gives
π : M → B the structure of principal homogeneous space modeled over G×B → B
in the relative category CatB.
Definition 2.5. We say that an epimorphism π : M → B of Cat is . . .
(a) . . . weakly Galois if it admits a Galois structure.
(b) . . . strongly Galois if it is weakly Galois and it satisfies the additional con-
ditions:
(i) It is normal.
(ii) It admits a unique (up to isomorphism) strong Galois structure.
We call Galois group of π the group object Galpi appearing in the unique
strong Galois structure.
The notions of being strongly or weakly Galois are relative to the category Cat.
Being weakly Galois in Cat implies being weakly Galois in the relative category
CatB. Given a Galois structure α : G × M → M in Cat, we obtain a Galois
structure in CatB by setting GB = G×B, and αB = α× IdB.
Let us note that a Galois structure α induces a bijection,
G(M)
∼
−→ EndB(M), g 7→ αg = α ◦ (g × IdM ).
However, such bijection is not compatible with the composition. We have:
αg ◦ αh = α ◦ (g × IdM ) ◦ α ◦ (h× IdM ) = α ◦ ((g ◦ αh)× αh)
on the other hand,
αgh = α ◦ (g × αh).
It follows that, if g = g ◦ αh then, αgh = αg ◦ αh. We see that this is satisfied
if g ∈ G(B), given that αh ∈ EndB(M) induces the identity in B. For normal
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epimorphisms this condition is optimal, as G(M)AutB(M) = G(B). We have thus,
G(M)
∼ // EndB(M)
G({⋆})


// G(B)


//
OO
AutB(M)
OO
where the maps in the lower arrow are injective group morphisms, that in the strong
Galois case are isomorphisms. Note that, in some cases, a Galois structure may be
non-strong in Cat but strong in the relative category CatB .
Example 2.2. Let Set be the category of sets and π : M → B be a surjective
map. It is, in any case, weakly Galois in SetB. An split group is a family of groups
indexed by B and acting freely and transitively on the fibers of π. It is strongly
Galois if and only if the fibers have 1, 2 or 3 points.
However, π is weakly Galois in Set if and only if all fibers of π have exactly the
same cardinal. Finally, π is strongly Galois in Set if and only if it is a bijection,
otherwise we may have the uniqueness for the Galois structure, but G $ AutB(M).
Example 2.3. Let Mnf be the category of smooth manifolds with smooth maps.
By direct examination of the definition we have that a submersion π : M → B is
weakly Galois in Mnf if and only it admits the structure of a principal bundle
for some structure Lie group G. This splitting group G is far from being unique,
moreover, G represents a very small part of AutB(M).
3. Classical Galois theory
3.1. Covering spaces. Let Top be the category of topological spaces. A covering
map π : M → B, withM and B connected, is a Galois cover if π×IdB : M×BM →
M is a trivial covering space. There is a Galois theory for covering spaces, analogous
to classical Galois theory (see, for instance [9]).
Theorem 3.1. Let π : M → B be a surjective local homeomorphism with M and
B connected. The following are equivalent:
(a) π is a Galois cover.
(b) π is a strongly Galois in Top.
(c) π is a weakly Galois in Top.
In any case, the Galois group object is Galpi = AutB(M) with the discrete topology.
Proof. From the definition of weakly Galois we have (c) ⇒ (a). A split is, by
definition a trivialization of M ×B M over M . It implies that π is a cover, and a
Galois cover. We also have (b)⇒ (c). Let us see (a)⇒ (b).
Let us consider G the fiber of M ×B M over M , and a trivialization
G×M
∼
ϕ //
p¯i
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
M ×B M
pi1
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
M
Let us see that there is a group structure onG such that it is isomorphic to AutM (B)
and ϕ is the action of AutM (B) in M .
For each g ∈ G let us consider the map σ(g) : M → M defined by the formula
σ(g)(x) = π2(ϕ(g, x)). It is a continuous map that induces the identity on B and
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thus, an automorphism ofM over B. On the other hand, let σ be an automorphism
of M over B. Then, the map x 7→ ϕ−1(x, σ(x)) is a section of π¯. Since π¯ is trivial,
then there is a unique g in G such that ϕ−1(x, σ(x)) = (g, x). We define this g to
be g(σ). It is easy to check that those bijections inverse of each other. With the
group operation in G induced by σgh = σg ◦ σh then we have that ϕ is a splitting
morphism and thus π admits a strong Galois structure, where the action of G in
M is isomorphic to that of AutB(M) endowed with the discrete topology, and thus
unique.
Let us discuss the normality of π. In this context, it means that the action of
AutB(M) is transitive on the fibers. Let m1, m2 be two points of M in the same
fiber. Let g be the element of G such that ϕ(g,m1) = (m1,m2). Then, it is clear
that σ(g)(m1) = m2.  
Let us note that a Galois cover π : M → B admits a unique Galois structure in
Top, but the uniqueness is lost in the relative category TopB. Let us consider the
case in which B is a connected, locally arc-connected and locally simply connected
with non-commutative fundamental group. Let us choose a point b0 ∈ B. We have
two non-isomorphic group bundles:
Π1(B, b0)×B → B, Π1(B, )→ B.
where the fiber on the second on b ∈ B is Π1(B, b). Let us consider the classical
construction of the universal cover π : B˜ → B such that the elements of B˜ are
homotopy classes of curves starting at b0. It is a Galois cover, but there are at least
two non-isomorphic splits in TopB. We may consider:
(Π1(B, b0)×B)×B B˜ → B˜ ×B B˜, (([σ], b), [γ]) 7→ ([γ], [σ][γ])),
or,
Π1(B, )×B B˜ → B˜, ([τ ], [γ]) 7→ ([γ], [γ][τ ]
−1),
two different Galois structures for the universal cover π : B˜ → B in TopB.
3.2. Algebraic Galois extensions. Let Cmm be the category of commutative
rings with unit. The dual category Cmmop is the category of affine schemes.
Let us consider an extension of rings i : K →֒ L. The dual map i∗ : Spec(L) →
Spec(K) is an epimorphism in Cmmop. In this case the Galois groupoid is Gali∗ =
Spec(L ⊗K L) ⇒ Spec(L) where the source and target maps are the dual of the
canonical embeddings a 7→ a⊗ 1 and a 7→ 1⊗ a respectively.
Group objects is Cmmop are commutative Hopf algebras. Thus, Galois struc-
tures inCmmop are the already known Hopf-Galois structures, in the sense of Chase
and Sweedler [4]. It is well known that Hopf-Galois structures are not unique in
general. Thus, a weakly Galois extension may be non-strongly Galois.
Let us revisit classical Galois theory. Let us consider i to be a finite extension of
fields. Classically, it is called a Galois extension if it satisfies one of the following
equivalent conditions (see [17] pp. 140-141):
(a) L is separable and normal2 over K.
(b) |AutK(L)| = dimKL.
2 It is clear that our categorical definition of normality coincides, in this context, with the
classical definition LAutK(L) = K.
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(c) L⊗K L (withf L-algebra structure given by the embedding a 7→ a⊗ 1) is a
finite trivial3 L-algebra.
Let us consider i : K →֒ L a Galois extension, and let G be AutK(L). Then, it
is well known that the trivialization of L⊗K L can be realized as a split. We have
the trivial finite L-algebra Maps(G,L) and an isomorphism:
ϕ : L⊗K L
∼
−→ Maps(G,L) =
∏
g∈G
L, a⊗ b 7→ fa⊗b,
where fa⊗b(g) = g(a)b. Now we have that Maps(G,L) = Maps(G,K)⊗K L. Thus,
in the dual category we have that the map,
ϕ∗ : Spec(Maps(G,K))×K Spec(L)
∼
−→ Gali∗ ,
is a split of the Groupoid Gali∗ . Noting that Maps(G,K) = Maps(G,Z)⊗ZK we see
that the split can be defined in the category Cmmop and not only in the relative
category CmmopK . We may state the following result.
Proposition 3.2. Let us consider i : K →֒ L a finite separable field extension, and
i∗ : Spec(L)→ Spec(K) its dual morphism. The following are equivalent:
(a) i : K →֒ L is a Galois extension.
(b) i∗ is strongly Galois in Cmmop.
(c) i∗ is strongly Galois in CmmopK .
In such a case, if G = AutK(L), there is a natural action of G in L⊗K L such that
(L⊗K L)
G is a Hopf K-algebra canonically isomorphic to Maps(G,K).
4. Differential Galois theory
4.1. Picard-Vessiot rings. We fix a finite ordered set ∆ = {δ1, . . . , δn}. A ∆-ring
R = (R,∆R) is a pair consisting of a commutative ring R and a system ∆R of n
commuting derivations in R, the interpretation of the symbols δi in R. Morphisms
of ∆-rings are ring morphisms that commute with the derivations.
We denote by R∆ the ring of constants of R, it is also a ∆-ring with trivial
derivations. For a general exposition of Picard-Vessiot theory we refer the reader
to [16]. We recall here some standard definitions.
Let us fix a characteristic 0 algebraically closed field C. We consider Alg∆
C
the
category of ∆-rings whose constant ring contains C. Its dual category is AfSch∆
C
the category of affine schemes over C endowed with derivations ∆.
Let K be a ∆-field with K∆ = C. A linear differential system with coefficients
in K is a system of equations,
(1) δiU = AiU, Ai ∈ gln(K),
satisfying compatibility conditions δiAj − δjAi = [Ai, Aj ].
Definition 4.1. A Picard-Vessiot ring for the system (1) is a ∆-ring extension
K →֒ L such that:
(a) L is ∆-simple, i.e. it does not contain non-trivial ∆-ideals.
(b) L = K{Φ,Φ−1} for some fundamental matrix Φ ∈ GL(L) of solutions of
(1).
3A finite trivial L-algebra is an L-algebra isomorphic to a direct product of a finite number of
copies of L,
∏
i∈I
L.
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A ∆-ring extension i : K →֒ L is a Picard-Vessiot ring extension if it is a Picard-
Vessiot ring extension for some linear differential system with coefficients in K.
The quotient field of a Picard-Vessiot ring extension is called a Picard-Vessiot field
extension.
Let us see how the group objects in AfSch∆
C
look like. First, if G is a group
object, we may forget the derivations, obtaining a group object in the category of
affine C-schemes. Thus, G is pair (G,∆G) consisting of an affine C-group scheme
G and n derivations of its ring of regular functions C[G]. These derivations are
vector fields in G compatible with multiplication and inversion.
In the finite type over C case, these group objects are algebraic D-groups in
the sense of Buium [2], defined over the field C of constants. Let us discuss their
structure in brief words. Let G be an affine algebraic C-group with Lie algebra
g. The tangent bundle TG of G is itself an algebraic C-group. It is easy to see
that the derivations δi in G are regular vector fields δi : G → TG that are also
group morphisms. Thus, compatible vector fields necessarily vanish at the identity
element of G.
An Adj-cocycle is a regular map A : G→ g satisfyingA(gh) = A(g)+Adjg(A(h)).
There is a bijective correspondence between Adj-cocycles and compatible vector
fields. We assign to the cocycle A the vector field X defined by X(g) = dRg(A(g)).
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a group object in AfSch∆
C
of finite type over C. Then,
G = (G,∆G) is an affine algebraic group over C endowed with n compatible vector
fields. The set of C-points G(C) is a closed subgroup of G that coincides with G if
and only if its compatible vector fields in ∆G vanish.
Proof. Let {δ1, . . . , δn} = ∆G be the compatible vector fields giving the differential
structure to G. A point of G with coordinates in C must be a point of the underlying
algebraic C-group where the derivations δi vanish. Then,
G(C) =
⋂
i
ker(δi).
Thus, G(C) = G if and only if G = ker(δi) for all i = 1, . . . , n.  
In particular, affine algebraic groups over C, endowed with trivial derivations,
are group objects in AfSch∆
C
. We can relate the Picard-Vessiot extensions to
categorical Galois theory. Any Picard-Vessiot ring extension can be seen as the
dual of a strongly Galois epimorphism where the Galois group is an affine algebraic
group defined over C.
Proposition 4.2. Let i : K →֒ L be a Picard-Vessiot ring extension. Then,
i∗ : (Spec(L),∆L) → (Spec(K),∆K) is strongly Galois in the category AfSch
∆
C
and its Galois group is an algebraic group over C with trivial derivations.
Proof. Proposition 1.28 in [16] ensures that i∗ is weakly Galois, normal, and that
the Galois structure induces an isomorphisms between G(C) and AutK(L). Lemma
4.1 ensures the uniqueness of the Galois structure inducing such an isomorphism.
 
The are other examples of Galois structures where the Galois group is not an
affine algebraic group. For instance, let us consider ∆ = {δ} a single derivation,
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and the differential equation,
(2) δ
(
δu
u
)
= 0.
The non vanishing solutions of this differential equation form a group with respect
to multiplication. Thus,
C{u, u−1} = C{x, x−1}/{(δx)2 − xδ2x}
is a Hopf δ-algebra, and thus G = (Spec(C{u, u−1}), δ) is a group object, which
in this context is an affine differential algebraic group. Let us consider now the
differential equation
δ
(
δy
y
)
= a,
where a is an element of K which is is not in the image of δ. Let L = K{y, y−1}
the δ-algebra spanned by a non vanishing generic solution. We have Lδ = C. Let
us examine the extension i : K →֒ L. We have an splitting morphism:
C{u, u−1} ⊗C L
∼
−→ L⊗K L, u⊗ 1 7→
1
y
⊗ y, 1⊗ y 7→ 1⊗ y.
And thus, we have that i∗ is weakly Galois. In general G(C) is strictly contained
in G(K), thus we may not have a strongly Galois morphism in AfSch∆
C
.
However, if equation (2) has its general solution in K, then we have a strongly
Galois morphism in the relative category AfSch∆K . In this case, we have that
K →֒ qf(L) is a generalized strongly normal extension in the sense of Pillay [15] and
G(K) is its Galois group.
4.2. Strongly normal extensions. Strongly normal extensions of ∆-fields were
introduced by Kolchin in [10]. They are a natural generalization of Picard-Vessiot
extensions. Let K be a ∆-field whose field of constants is an algebraically closed field
C of characteristic zero. Let i : K → L be a ∆-field extension. A ∆-isomorphism of
L over K is a ∆-field morphism from L into some ∆-field extension of L that fixes
K pointwise. The ∆-field extension i : K → L is strongly normal if,
(a) L is finitely generated over K,
(b) for any ∆-isomorphism σ of L over K we have σ(L) ⊂ L · (L · σ(L))∆.
Kolchin proved that the group of automorphisms of a strongly normal exten-
sion has a natural structure of algebraic group over C. Moreover, he proved that
strongly normal extensions are fields of functions in principal homogeneous spaces
(Theorem VII.9 in [10]). He also proved that Picard-Vessiot field extensions are
the particular case of strongly normal extensions corresponding to linear algebraic
groups of automorphisms.
More recently Kovacic found a geometric characterization of strongly normal
extensions [11, 12] that can be understood in our categorical setting. Let us con-
sider DSch∆
C
the category of differential ∆-C-schemes. They are locally ringed
spaces that are locally isomorphic to differential spectra of ∆-rings containing C.
Any C-scheme can be thought as a ∆-C-scheme with trivial derivations. Thus,
the category DSch∆
C
contains the category SchC a full subcategory. Therefore,
C-schemes with trivial derivations are called constant ∆-C-schemes. There is a
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contravariant functor DiffSpec : Alg∆
C
❀ DSch∆
C
. According to Theorems 33.2 in
[11], and 4.1 and 10.5 in [12] we have:
Theorem 4.3 (Kovacic). Let i : K →֒ L be a finitely generated ∆-field extension
with K∆ = C. The map π is strongly normal if and only if there is a constant
∆-C-scheme G and an isomorphism of differential K-∆-schemes,
DiffSpec(L ⊗K L)
∼
−→ G×C DiffSpec(L).
In such a case, G is an algebraic group over C and G(C) is the group of automor-
phisms of L fixing K. Moreover i : K →֒ L is a Picard-Vessiot field extension if and
only if G is affine.
We can interpret such results in our setting and obtain the following.
Corollary 4.3.1. Let i : K →֒ L be a finitely generated ∆-field extension with
K∆ = C. The following are equivalent:
(a) It is a strongly normal extension in the sense of Kolchin.
(b) i∗ : DiffSpec(L)→ DiffSpec(K) is a strongly Galois epimorphism in DSch∆
C
and Gali∗ is a constant group object, i.e., an algebraic group over C.
Moreover, i : K → L is a Picard-Vessiot field extension if and only if Gali∗ is affine.
Proof. From Theorem 4.3 we clearly have (b)⇒ (a). We also have that (a) implies
weakly Galois and that there is a strong Galois structure. The uniqueness comes
from the fact that the Galois group can be recovered as the scheme of constants of
DiffSpec(L ⊗K L). 
It is interesting to pass to the relative categoryDSch∆K of differential ∆-schemes
defined over K. Group objects in such category are not well understood, but they
seem to give an alternative approach to differential algebraic groups. It is possible
that strong Galois structures in DSch∆K cover some generalizations of the Galois
theory of strongly normal extensions, as those proposed in [15, 18, 13].
5. Foliated manifolds
5.1. Smooth foliated manifolds. Let FMn be the category of smooth manifolds
endowed with regular foliations. Morphism are smooth maps that map the foliation
onto the corresponding foliation. In our notation, we will identify foliations with
integrable regular distributions of vector fields. A manifold B admits two trivial
structures of foliated manifold (B, TB) and (B, 0).
Group objects in FMn are Lie groups endowed with the trivial foliation (G, 0).
There may be singular foliations compatible with the group composition, but they
must have a singularity at the identity element.
We say that a foliated manifold (M,D) is irreducible if it contains a dense leaf.
Let us first analyze the case in which the basis M has a trivial structure of irre-
ducible manifold.
Proposition 5.1. Let π : (M,L) → (B, TB) be a surjective morphism of foliated
manifolds where (M,L) is irreducible and L is transversal to the fibers of π (i.e.
L ∩ ker(dπ) = 0). The following are equivalent.
(a) π is weakly Galois in FMn.
(b) π is strongly Galois in FMn.
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(c) There is a Lie group G acting on M such that π is a principal G-bundle
and L is a G-invariant connection.
(d) The above, with a unique G.
In such a case G is Aut(B,TB)(M,L).
Proof. Cases (a) and (c) are equivalent from the very definition of weakly Galois
epimorphism. It is also clear that (b) and (d) are equivalent. It remains to prove
that (c) implies (d). Let us consider two principal structures β : M ×H →M and
α : M ×G→M such that L is simultaneously G and H-invariant. Let us see that
these actions are conjugated by a Lie group isomorphism.
Let F be a dense leaf in M . We consider in F its intrinsic structure as smooth
manifold, so that the projection F → B is an e´tale map with arc-connected Haus-
dorff domain. Let us note that M and B are necessarily connected. Let x be any
point of F ; there is a unique h ∈ H such that α(x, g) = β(x, h). Let F ′ be the
leaf of L passing through α(x, g) = β(x, h). Let us denote Rαg and R
β
h the right
translations by g and h respectively. Then, Rαg |F and R
β
h|F are homeomorphisms
of F into F ′ that project onto the identity on B. They coincide on the point x,
and thus they are the same, Rαg |F = R
β
h |F . Maps R
α
g and R
β
h are smooth and they
coincide along a dense subset F , thus they are equal. Finally, the map G → H
that assigns to each g the only element h such that α(x, g) = β(x, h) is a group
isomorphism. It is defined by composing and inverting smooth maps, so that, it is
a Lie group isomorphism conjugating the actions α and β.
Moreover, the same argument proves that any automorphism
ϕ ∈ Aut(B,TB)(M,L) must be a translation by an element of G.  
The same idea can be generalized to the case in which the foliated structure of
the basis is not trivial, but irreducible. Let π : M → B be a manifold submersion,
and D a foliation in M . Let us recall that a partial D-connection is a foliation L
in M transversal to the fibers of π that projects faithfully on D.
Theorem 5.2. Let π : (M,L) → (B,D) be a surjective morphism of irreducible
foliated manifolds where L is transversal to the fibers of π. The following are
equivalent.
(a) π is weakly Galois in FMn.
(b) π is strongly Galois in FMn.
(c) There is a Lie group G acting on M such that π is a principal G-bundle
and D is a D-partial G-invariant connection.
(d) The above, with a unique G.
In such a case G is Aut(B,D)(M,L).
Proof. Let us consider F a dense leaf of L. Then π(F) is a dense leaf of D. We may
proceed as in the proof of Proposition 5.1 replacing the role of B by π(F).  
Let us discuss Galois structures in the relative category FMn(B,D). A group
bundle G → M is a smooth bundle by Lie groups, where composition, inversion
and identity depends smoothly on the base point. A (D-partial) group connection
in G→M is a (D-partial) connection D in G such that leaves are compatible with
composition. Linear bundles and linear (D-partial) connections are the most usual
examples of group bundles and group connections. Group objects in FMn(B,D)
are group bundles over B endowed with D-partial group connections. They are the
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smooth geometric counterpart of differential algebraic groups of finite dimension
discussed by Buium in [2].
In the case of trivial foliated structure in the basis, group objects are locally Lie
groups after change of basis, as the following result explains.
Proposition 5.3. Let B be simply connected, and q : (G,L) → (B, TB) a group
object in FMn(B,TB). Let x be a point in M and Gx the fiber of G over x, then
(G,L) ≃ (Gx, {0})× (B, TB).
Proof. The argument is local, so we have to see that for each x ∈ B there is a
neighborhood U of x such that (G|U ,L|U ) ≃ (Gx, {0}) × (U, TU). If this is the
case, for each homotopy class of a path γ connecting x and y in B we have a group
isomorphism γ∗ : Gx → Gy. If B is simply connected, those homotopy classes are
unique for each y and the isomorphisms γ∗ give us the trivialization of the group
connection.
In fact, there are neighborhoods U of x in B, Vx of ex (the identity element) in
Gx, and V of ex in G, and a decomposition V ≃ U × Vx, such that the horizontal
leaves of L in V have the form {gx} × U for fixed g ∈ Vx.
Let us see that, for each hx ∈ Gx the leaf F of L that passes through hx projects
onto U . We may also assume that we take U small enough so that each connected
component of G|U contains exactly one connected component of Gx. Let y be an
accumulation point of q(F) inside U . Let us consider hy an element in Gy in the
same connected component of G|U than hx. Then there is a leaf F
′ of L|U passing
through hx. Let U
′ be q(F ′) which is an open subset that intersects q(F). By
successive composition of F ′ with the leafs of L in V |U ′ we have that the connected
component of G|′U containing hy decomposes in leaves of L. In particular, F ∩G|U ′
is part of a leaf of such a decomposition. Finally, y ∈ q(F). We have seen that
q(F) is an open subset that contains all its accumulation points inside U , so that
q(F) = U . Thus, G|U decomposes in leaves of L.  
For the non-simply connected case, the classification of group connections may
follow a similar path to the classification of linear connections. Classes of group
connections may be given by classes of representations of the fundamental group
Π1(x,B) into the group Aut(Gx) of automorphisms of the fiber. In the case of
simply connected B there is no distinction between Galois structures in FMn or
in FMn(B,TB).
Corollary 5.3.1. Let B be simply connected and let π : (M,L) → (B, TB) be a
submersion of foliated manifolds. Then π admits a Galois structure in FMn if and
only if it admits a Galois structure in FMn(B,TB).
In the non-simply connected case, non trivial irreducible linear connections give
us examples of Galois structures in the relative category. For instance, we may take,
B = S1 × S1. We take G = R× B and D = 〈∂θ + u∂u, ∂φ + αu∂u〉 where u is the
coordinate in R and α is an irrational number. Then, we have (G,D)→ (B, TB) is a
group bundle with an irreducible group connection, locally isomorphic to the trivial
additive bundle. The action of G on itself is a Galois structure in FMn(B,TB).
5.2. Complex algebraic varieties with singular foliations. Let FVar be the
category of complex regular foliated varieties. A foliated variety is called irreducible
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if it has a Zariski dense leaf, or equivalently, it does not have rational first integrals
(except locally constant functions).
In this category, we can state Galois theory exactly in a way totally analogous
to what has been done in FMn. Group objects in FVar are complex algebraic
groups.
Theorem 5.4. Let π : (M,L) → (B,D) be a surjective morphism of irreducible
foliated varieties where L is transversal to the fibers of π. The following are equiv-
alent.
(a) π is weakly Galois in FVar.
(b) π is strongly Galois in FVar.
(c) There is an algebraic group G acting on M such that π is a principal G-
bundle and D is a D-partial G-invariant connection.
(d) The above, with a unique G.
In such a case G is Aut(B,D)(M,L).
Proof. Totally analogous to the proofs given in Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.2.

In the category of FVar we can relate the geometric Galois theory presented in
this section with the Galois theory of strongly normal extensions. Let π : (M,L)→
(B,F) be a surjective morphism of irreducible foliated varieties. We may take
rational vector fields that are commuting generic generators of F so we may see
that π∗ : (C(B),∆B) →֒ (C(M),∆M ) is an extension of ∆-fields whose constant
fields are C.
Theorem 5.5. Let π : (M,L) → (B,F) be a strongly Galois morphism in FVar
then π∗ : (C(B),∆B) →֒ (C(M),∆M ) is a strongly normal extension in the sense
of Kolchin.
Proof. If π is a strongly normal extension, then M as an algebraic variety over
C(B) is a principal homogeneous space over the Galois group Gali∗(C(B)). The
differential equation of the horizontal leaves of L is a logarithmic derivative equation
in the sense of Kolchin. As a consequence of Theorem VII.9 in [10] we know that
(C(M),∆M ) is a strongly normal extension of (C(B),∆B). 
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